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New Partnership Reduces Exploding E-Discovery
and Document Review Costs; Produces Better Results
Tusker Group tapped for FTI Partner Program

Austin, March 05, 2008— Texas-based Tusker Group has become a recognized service
partner of FTI Consulting, Inc. and achieved certification on the Ringtail® global
electronic discovery platform.
Tusker Group specializes exclusively in off-shore legal document review for corporate
legal groups and their outside counsel. The first to implement dedicated, long-term
project managers and legal professionals to individual clients, Tusker Group has provided
reviewing and coding for clients who use Ringtail products for e-discovery since 2004.
“As the number of documents to be reviewed explodes, this partnership will decrease the
costs associated with complex litigation,” notes Mike Dolan, CEO of Tusker Group.
“We complement the front-end discovery provided by the powerful Ringtail platform;
FTI Consulting’s customers now have the option to consolidate discovery and review
with a single team, experienced in collaborating on the most difficult of cases.”
Tusker Group is a leader in complex litigation document review for a wide range of
matters and industries, including: intellectual property, healthcare, energy, financial
services and pharmaceuticals.
"We are pleased to have Tusker Group as a service partner, working for faster and more
efficient document review,” said Ed Pfromer, senior managing director of alliances at FTI
Consulting, Inc..
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The Ringtail platform from FTI Consulting, Inc. delivers time and cost savings to lawyers
and investigators working on large, complex matters. The Web-based technology scales
to handle hundreds of users, thousands of cases and millions of documents in more than
200 languages.
The 2006 Socha-Gelbman Electronic Discovery Survey Report estimated electronic
document discovery revenues to be about $2 billion, up 51 percent from 2005. The
survey anticipates the market to grow to $4 billion by 2009. E-discovery software reduces
the labor involved in sorting mountains of raw data used in today’s legal battles.

About Tusker Group
Headquartered in Austin, Texas, Tusker Group specializes exclusively in legal document
review. Tusker Group provides the best quality and cost by integrating its India- and
U.S.-based operations with clients’ legal teams. Tusker Group provides advanced
document review options to in-house and outside legal counsel.
Founded in 2002, the organization has grown to more than 300 full-time, experienced
associates and supervisors in the U.S. and India. The first to assign clients a dedicated
team to manage their reviews, Tusker Group is continuously looking for new ways to
reduce variation, refine processes and measure results to help customers realize the full
benefits of outsourced document review. The firm is currently undergoing ISO 27000
certification for security techniques and management systems. www.TuskerGroup.com
FTI, FTI Consulting and Ringtail are registered trademarks of FTI Consulting, Inc.
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